
CS 225
Homework 2

Assignment rpn
Due Date 4:00 PM Thursday Sep 23
Files linkedstack.cs rpn.cs

Write a program called rpn that implements a reverse Polish notation calculator.
Reverse Polish notation, or rpn, is also known as postfix notation. In reverse Polish,
operators come after their operands. For example, instead of 1 + 2 * 3 (infix notation),
the expression is written as 1 2 + 3 *. In reverse Polish, no parentheses are needed
(although you have to be careful about how things are written). 1 + (2 * 3) would be
1 2 3 * +. The operator is applied to the closest operands.
There is a very simple algorithm for evaluating expressions. If you see an number,
push it onto a stack. If you see an operator, pop an appropriate number of operands off
the stack and apply the operator. So for binary operators, you would pop 2 operands.
For unary operators, pop 1 operand. After applying the operator, the result is pushed
back onto the stack.
Your program will read a single expression from each line and split it up on spaces.
The only allowable items on a line are (floatint point) numbers and operators. The
operators are ~, +, -, *, /, and ˆ. They are, respectively, negation (unary -), addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, and exponentiation.
Your program should print a prompt (>) for each line and quit reading at end of file.
Here’s an example run:
> 2 3 4 + *
14
> 5 2 / 2 ^ 1 +
7.25
> 1 ~ 2 +
1

Hint: Read lines with Console.ReadLine(). It returns null at end of file. Use Split to
get an array of strings. Use a switch to check for operators first. If an item isn’t an
operator, parse it as a double.
If an error occurs, print an error message, empty the stack and continue.
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